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The life cycle cost of any piece of equipment can be defined as 
the total cost of ownership over its full life. It includes the cost 
of development, acquisition, operation and disposal. 
Presently, the process by which a piece of equipment is 
typically bought begins with preparation of a specification by the pro-
curing agency. This specification delineates the specific equipment 
design requirements. Once the specification is completed the procuring 
agency goes out to industry and requests technical and cost proposals 
from the prospective contractors. The technical proposal reflects the 
contractors' approach in meeting the design requirements of the speci-
fication. The cost proposal reflects the initial acquisition cost to 
the procu~ing agency. A contract is then awarded based on the best 
technical approach and lowest cost estimate. Unfortunately, these cost 
proposals have been limited to the acquisition cost and do not consider 
costs associated with the operation, reliability, and maintainability 
of the equipment, that is, they do not consider the life cycle cost. A 
life cycle cost analysis would eliminate this deficiency. 
The use of life cycle cost will sometimes lead to a preference 
for a different proposal selection than the one that would be made if 
1 
cost considerations were limited to the initial acquisition cost. 
Figure 1.1 illustrates this case. Alt~ough proposal X has a higher 
acquisition cost than proposal Y, the subsequent costs for proposal y 
are higher and this leads to the cumulative costs for proposal y 
eventually becoming less and is indicated by the break-even point on 
the chart. When the life of the equipment is longer than the break-
even point, proposal X is the most advantageous. However, if the life 
of the equipment is less than the break-even point,. proposal Y should 
be selected. 
2 
In this paper a life cycle cost model will be developed and 
applied to the procurement of training simulators. The life cycle cost 
model will be a mathematical description of all the costs incurred in a 
trainer procurement. In addition, the model will be incorporated into 
a Fortran computer program which will allow one to utilize the model 
more readily. It is suggested that the model be used by the procuring 
agency in estimating anticipated procurement costs and to perform 
design tradeoff cost analysis. Similarly, it is su$gested that con-
tractors use the model in cost proposal preparation and to perform 

















Training simulators as procured by the Department of Defense 
serve to train students for a particular job on a device that stimu-
lates the real-world situation. By doing this students are able to 
learn tasks that might otherwise be impractical, uneconomical or 
dangerous to learn if done in the actual device. For instance, an 
aircraft weapons system trainer provides flight training to the student 
in practically every phase of application of the real aircraft. This 
includes take-off, landing, air combat, bomb release and malfunction 
situations. Certainly, it would be very risky to teach a student the 
emergency procedures of a stall situation in the real aircraft. Use 
of aircraft training simulators is even more attractive today because 
. . 
of the current fuel shortage. Aircraft use considerable amounts of 
fuel, so substitution of flying time with simulator time is very 
economical. 
A typical training simulator mi~ht be composed of trainee 
station for the student, an instructor station to allow monitoring of 
the student's performance, and a computer system to drive the motion 




Costs associated with procuring training simulators vary from a 
thousand dollars for simple procedural trainers to over 15 .million 
dollars for complex devices. Operational cost of the trainers can also 
involve large amoants of money every year. It is essential, therefore, 
that the procuring agency estimate the expected costs in a manner that 
produces a buy which is most advantageous to the user. 
The Naval Training Equipment Center Director of Engineering 
Memorandum 3910.1 recommends three techniques in the cost estimating of 
trainers: (1) analogy, (2) engineering, and (3) expert opinion. 
The analogy technique is based upon the application of previous 
experience to a current problem. It uses features of previous systems 
and equates these cost experiences to systems now under development. 
Often it is not possible to make a complete 100 percent comparison, 
therefore, the cost differences need to be identified and assessed. 
The accuracy of the estimates determined by analogy depends upon the 
skill of the estimator in selecting the analogous system and the 
judgment applied in assessing unique differences. 
The engineering technique is based upon a subsystem or level of 
detail analysis using the work breakdown structure technique. Each 
subsystem making up the total is individually estimated by engineering 
judgment of the labor, materials, support, etc., expected for the sub-
system. This technique is generally the more accurate of the three, if 
adequate time is given for detailed subsystem analysis. 
The expert opinion technique utilizes expert opinion in 
specialized areas, and represents the best sources of knowledge 
available to the estimate~. The expert opinion technique is the least 
accurate, and should be used only when time prohibits a more detailed 
analysis. 
Although the above techniques may, in instances, provide 
adequate cost estimates for a trainer, they all rely on. "engineering 
judgment" and do not attempt to employ analytical methods to the 
problem. Analytical methods,. if properly constructed, will provide 
cost estima~es that are accurate and, also, consistent in every appli-
cation. Also, the above techniques do not explicitly consider the 
total life cycle costs of the trainer. The implication is that they 
only attempt to estimate the initial acquisition 'cost from the 
contractor. The proposed method to be presented herein considers all 
the life cycle costs and is also an analytical method. 
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CHAPTER III 
TRAINER LIFE CYCLE COSTS 
3.1 Introduction 
The life cycle cost model to be developed is comprised of 
mathematical relationships which result in a cost methodology to deter-
mine outputs (cost estimates) from inputs (description of the training 
device). Every cost associated with the ownership of the trainer is to 
be considered. In general these would be development, acquisition, 
operation and disposal costs. Included in the total cost will be the 
contractor's overhead, General and Administrative (G and A), and 
profit. Specific costs to be included in the cost model of a trainer 
are described in the following paragraphs. 
3.2 Development Cost 
All costs for research and development prior to the production 
phase of the trainer are to be included in the development cost. Since 
it is the life cycle cost per system that is being estimated, the total 
development cost must necessarily be divided by the number of systems 
to be procured. 
3.3 Acquisition Cost 
The initial cost that the contractor will charge to the 
procuring agency for each training system developed is included in the 
7 
8 
acquisition cost. It will include all the labor, material, data, over-
head, G and A, and profit cost necessary to manufacture the system, and 
'- , 
will also include all the costs associated with contractor respon-
-
sibilities during the interim support period. In addition, the cost of 
transporting the system to its usage site is considered here. The 
specific component costs to be included in total acquis~tion cost are 
now described. 
3.3.1 Technical Data and Information Cost 
The procuring agency specifies what data is to be documented 
and submitted for approval through the contract data requirements list 
of the contract. Typical data for weapon system trainers include the 
following: 
1. Math model report--a description of mathematical equations 
used in the computer to provide the required simulation 
2. Programming report--a description of the computer pro-
gramming routines used in the computer 
3. Trainer design report--a description of design ·techniques 
used in the trainer 
4. Engineering drawings--engineering drawings of training 
device components 
5. Reliability and maintainability demonstration plan--
contractor plan of demonstration compliance to the specified relia- · 
bility an.d maintainability requirements. 
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3.3.2 Training Device Cost 
The total cost of labor and material to build the training 
device represents this cost. It is often broken down into components 
to provide a better - estimate of the total costs. Major components of a 
weapons system trainer could be: 
1. Trainee station--location that the student occupies during 
a training session. It includes all instruments, controls, furnishings 
and indicators located at the station 
2. Instructor station--the training device requires 
instructors to initiate the training session as well as monitor it. 
Instruments, displays and controls for ~he instructor station are 
included in this cost 
3. Computer system--the entire simulation is generated and 
driven by means of computer signal to the various systems. The costs 
of the computer, interface and peripheral equipment are included in 
this cost. Also included in this cost is all computer programming 
required to simulate the required task 
4. Motion system--for aviation training a motion system might 
be provided to simulate the effect of the airplane motion. Depending 
on the complexity of the system, costs will vary substantially 
5. Visual system--also used to increase realism in the 
simulation task would be a visual representation of the environment. 
This system may be a complex computer generated system or a less 
complex model board system where a TV camera scans a scaled model of 
the environment. 
10 
3.3.3 Interim Support Period Costs 
The interim support period begins after the.device has been 
delivered to the site, and usually lasts for one year. During this 
time the contractor- is responsible for maintaining the training ·device. 
Costs incurred for this contractor support are as follows: 
1. Contractor field services cost--during the interim support 
period the ·contractor is involved in essentially three services. The 
contractor must perform the needed maintenance on the system, he must 
provide training to user personnel so they may learn to operate and 
maintain the system, and he must operate the device. All costs 
associated with the above are included in the contractor field services 
cost 
2. Interim repair parts cost--the interim repair parts consist 
of those parts required to maintain the training device in operational 
cqndition during the interim support period 
3. Support equipment cost--support equipment consists of 
special tools and test equipment used in maintaining and operating the 
system 
4. Initial system stock cost--initial system stock consti-
tutes those parts which are sent to depot which the user is able to 
order from 
5. Provisioning services cost--these services include the 
procurement, inspection, shipment and inventory control of parts 
procured by the procuring agency 
6. Repair of repairables cost--the repair of repairables con-
stitutes repair of interim repair parts and support equipment and shall 
11 
consist of the contractor providing material and services necessary to 
repair, calibrate and restore to a serviceable operating condition 
repairable components of the trainer. 
3.3.4 Conferences 
Contractor conducted conferences are performed to plan, coordi-
nate and review areas of the contract which ~annot be expeditiously 
accomplished by normal correspondence. Typical conferences are the 
training conference, provisioning conference and technical review 
conferences. 
3.3.5 Construction Costs 
This represents the cost to build the trainer facility. 
3.4 aperation Cost 
Included under this category are all costs incurred by the user 
during the operation and maintenance phase of the training system. 
This phase begins with delivery of the first production unit to the 
site and lasts until the system is removed from operational inventory. 
3.4.1 Facility Operation Cost 
This cost represents those costs related to the building and 
space requirements of the system. Included are the ut~lity charges 
incurred during trainer operation. 
3.4.2 Corrective Maintenance Cost 
This is the cost of repairing or replacing a failed component 
of the system. Included in this category is the cost of a new or 
repaired component and the cost of salaries of the personnel required 
to make the repair. The important factor here is the mean-time-
between-failures (MTBF) in estimating the costs. 
3.4.3 Preventive Maintenance Cost 
12 
Once a system is operational a schedule of preventive main-
tenance checks is set up. The frequency of this check is determined 
from reliability tests previously made. Costs included are the costs 
of materials used in the check and the salaries of the personnel making 
the check. 
3.4.4 Device Operation Cost 
This cost is based on the number of hours the device is being 
operated, the salaries of the personnel operating the trainer, and the 
number of personnel required to operate the trainer. 
3.5 Disposal Cost 
When a trainer is no longer needed, a determination of whether 
it or any system of it can be salvaged is made. In many cases the 
computer system can be salvaged and used for another trainer. If some 
part of it can be salvaged a negative entry into the cost equation is 
made. If no salvage is possible and a disposal cost incurred, a 
positive entry into the equation is made. 
3.6 Present Worth 
In determining the trainer life cycle costs it must be 
remembered that costs are spread over the entire life of the system. 
Therefore, to perform a viable cost est.imate or a comparison between 
13 
proposals, a method that considers the time value of money must be 
used. The method used in this paper involves the determination of the 
present worth of future dollars to the procuring agency. 
The present worth of the costs associated with the trainer fur-
nishes a measure of how much money the procuring agency would have to 
set aside now to provide for the future services. Depending on the 
particular device, costs associated with the development and acqui-
sition of a trainer can be spread over several years or can be incurred 
at delivery of the device. As an approximation, the model presented 
herein assumes the costs are incurred at delivery and no interest or 
inflation factor is provided for this cost. 
For the present worth method to be valid when comparing two 
cost proposals, the expected life of the trainers must be equal. For 
training simulators the life of the system to be procured should not 
differ from one alternative to another. 
A consistent long term trend of increasing inflation has 
occurred and has become an important factor in determining costs. 
Neglecting inflation will result in underestimating the total cost. 
Also, an accurate rate of interest must be used. The Department of 
Defense recommends an interest rate of 10 percent to be used for the 
present time and this paper utilized this in the model. 
In this paper, costs are assumed to occur at the end of the 
year rather than continually occurring throughout the year. This 
approximation, however, is adequate considering the uncertainties in 
the estimates and also considering the costs occur far enough into the 
future to not warrant use of the exact continuous compounding. 
CHAPTER IV 
LIFE CYCLE COST MODEL 
The trainer costs that have been classified in Chapter III are 
now placed into equations to form the mathematical cost models (2)~ 
Where 
The general cost model is expressed as follows: 
n 
LCC = DK +A+ JC (O.)(P.)(l+I)i + {S )(P )(l+I)n 











= Total life cycle costs {present worth) 
= Total research and development cost 
= Number of systems to be procured 
= Acquisition cost of a trainer 
= Operation cost in year i 
= Present worth factor, 
(l+r)i 
1 
= Interest rate 
= Disposal value 
= Life of trainer, years 
(4.1) 
(l+I)i = Inflation factor representing what one dollar expendi-
ture will cost in year i 
I = Inflation rate 
The acquisition cost, A, of equation 4.1 is now expressed in 
terms of its component costs. 
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A = [DA + TD + ISP + CO + FB] * 
(l+OH)(l+GA)(l+PR) 
Where DA = Technical data and informatio~ costs 
TD = Training Device costs 
ISP = Interim support period costs 
CO = Cost of conferences 
FB = Cost of building construction to house trainer 
OH = Average overhead rate, %/100 
GA = Average General and Administrative rate, %/100 
PR = Profit, %/100 
15 
(4.2) 
The training device costs, TD, are now further broken down into 
its element costs. This allows for a better estimate of the total 
training device costs, TD. 
TD = [(TSEH)(WETS)+(TSMH)(WMTS)+TSM] + [(INSEH)(WEINS) 
+(INSMH)(WMINS)+INSM] + [(CSEH)(WECS)+(CSMH)(WMCS) 
+CSM] + [(VSEH)(WEVS)+(VSMH)(WMVS)+VSM] 
+ [(MSEH)(WEMS)+(MSMH)(WMMS)+MSM] (4.3) 
Where TSEH = Engineering hours required to build trainee station 
WETS = Average wage/engineering hour to build trainee station 
TSMH = Manufacturing hours required to build trainee station 
WMTS = Average wage/manufacturing hour to build trainee 
station 
TSM = Material cost to build trainee station 
INSEH = Engineering hours required to build instructor station 
WEINS = Average wage/engineering hour to build instructor 
station 
INSMH = Manufacturing hours required to build instructor 
station 




= Material cost to build instructor station 





= Average wage/engineering hour to build computer system 
= Manufacturing hours required to build computer system 
=Average wage/manufacturing hour . to build computer 
system 
CSM = Material cost to build computer system 
VSEH = Engineering hours required to build visual system 
WEVS = Average wage/engineering hour required to build visual 
system 
VSMH = Manufacturing hours required to build visual system 
WMVS = Average wage/manufacturing hour to build visual system 
VSM = Material cost to build visual system 
MSEH = Engineering hours required to build motion system 
WEMS = Average wage/engineering hour required to build motion 
system 
MSMH = Manufacturing hours required to build motion system 
WMMS = Average wage/manufacturing hour required to build 
motion system 
MSM - Material cost to build motion system 
..., 
17 
Similarly, it is advant~geous to break down the interim support 




ISP1 = -~ (CFP .) (SAL.) +I: (Pl .. ) (CPP .) + SEC j=l J J j=l J J 
s 
+I: (P2.)(CPP2.) + PS + RR 
j=l J J 
SAL. = Average wage/man-month of contractor field service 
J 
personnel of skill type j 
(4.4) 
CFP. =Man-months of contractor field service personnel of 
J 
skill type j required 
Pl. = Number of interim repair parts of type j 
J 
CPPl. = Average cost/type of interim repair part 
J 
SEC = Support equipment cost 
= Number of initial system stock parts of type j P2. 
J 
CPP2j = Average cost/type of initial system stock part 
PS = Provisioning services cost 
RR = Repair of repairables cost 
The cost of building construction, FB, is represented by: 
FB = (FS)(COB) 
FS = Floorspace allocated to trainer in square feet 
COB = Cost of construction, in dollars per square foot 
(4. 5) 








Facility operation cost in year i 
CH. = Corrective maintenance costs in year i 
1 
PM. = Preventive maintenance costs in year i 
1 
DO. = Device operation cost in year i 
1 
The facility operation costs, FOC, is further expressed as: 
FOC. = (FS)(UC.) 
1 1 (4.7) 
FS = Floorspace allocated to traine~, in square feet 
UC. = Cost of utilities required for trainer operation, in 
1 
dollars per year per square foot 
The preventive mai~tenance cost, PM, is expressed as: 
NP
1 
= Expected number of preventive maintenance actions in 
year i 
(4.8) 
M = Mean time to perform preventive maintenance actions in 
hours 
MP = Number of personnel required to perform preventive 
maintenance action 




= Fixed cost associated with each preventive maintenance 
action (includes cost of materials) 





MCi = Expected number of corrective maintenance tasks in year i 
· CR = Average replacement cost for a failed component (cost of 
a replacement, new or reconditioned) 
- .. -
MT = Mean time to repair a failed system to an operable state 
in hours 
MC = Average number of persons required to perform corrective 
maintenance 
K3 = Average hourly wages paid to corrective maintenance 
personnel 
K4 = Fixed cost associated with each corrective maintenance 
action (materials used, etc.) 
The device operation cost, DOi' is expressed as: 
(4.10) 
Hi = Number of hours of trainer operation in year i 
NO = Number of personnel required to operate the trainer 
Ks = Average hourly wages paid to the operators of the trainer 
NKW = Number of Kilowatt hours used in one year for trainer 
operation 
KWH = Cost per Kilowatt hour 
CHAPTER V 
APPLICATION OF COST MODEL 
In this chapter the life cycle cost model. that has been 
developed will be applied to a hypothetical trainer procurement. In 
real life the cost estimate would be made by either the procuring 
agency or would be submitted by prospective contractors. In the 
former case the estimate would be used to determine how much money will 
be needed to purchase and operate the trainer system. In the latter 
case, the procuring agency would use the contractor submitted estimates 
in proposal evaluation, with the lowest cost estimate being the most 
advantageous. 
For this example, the cost estimates will be placed directly 
into the equations to show the relationship between the equations and 
the inputs. In actual use, .however, a fortran computer program which 
is presented in Appendix A would be used with inputs read into the 
program in accordance with the data input format of Appendix B. 
A requirement has been issued to the Naval Training Equipment 
Center, Orlando, Florida, to purchase one F-4J aircraft night carrier 
landing trainer with associated data and services. The trainer shall 
' provide a visual scene of the environment and shall also provide motion 
cues during landing to the trainee. The trainer is to be delivered to 
20 
21 
Naval Air Station Miramar, California, and have an expected life of 
twenty years. A cost estimate is needed to determine how much money 
the procuring agency needs to purchase the device. 
-.-
The general cost equation developed in Chapter IV is: 
The total research and development cost, D, is first estimated. 
The requirements for this particular device let existing techniques and 
equipment be applicable. Therefore, development costs should be 
minimum except for possible adjustment of the visual system to meet 
specific requirements. The total development and research costs is 
estimated to be $20,000. 
The acquisition cost equation is: 
A= [DA + TD + ISP +CO+ FB] * (HOH)(HGA)(HPR) (5.2) 
The technical data and information required for this device is 
the same as in many past procurements. Therefore, based on past 
experience the technical data and information cost, DA, is estimated to 
be $100,000. 
The training device cost equation is: 
TD = [(TSEH)(WETS)+(TSMH)(WMTS)+TSM] + I(INSEH)(WEINS) 
+(INSMH)(WMINS)+INSM] + [(CSEH){WECS)+(CSMH)(WMCS) 
+CSM] + [(MSEH)(WEMS)+(MSMS)(WMMS)+MSM] + [(VSEH) 
(WEV.S) + (VSMH) (WMVS) +VSM] 
22 
(5. 3) 
The estimated number of engineering and manufacturing hours and wages 
and material cost for each of the training device subsystems is shown 
in table 5 .1. 
Engineering hours 
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ISP = L (CFP .) (SAL.) + I: (Pl.) (CPPl.) + SEC + ~ 
1. j = 1 J J j = 1 J J J = 1 











It is estimated that the contractor field services will be made 
up of three people of different skill types. One person will be 
involved in maintenance of the trainer, the second person will be 
-.-
involved. with training device operation, and the third will be con-
ducting training courses to user personnel. The respective wages and 
length of service required for each skill type is presented below: 
SAL1 = $1,000/month CFP1 = 12 months 
SAL
2 = $1,000/month CFP2 = 12 months 
SAL
3 = $1,500/month CFP3 = 6 months 
M 
E (CFP.)(SAL.) = (1,000)(12) + (1,000)(12) + (1,500)(6) (5 .5) 
j=l J J 
The number and types of interim repair parts to be used is 
estimated by observing the interim repair parts list submitted for past 
trainers of similar complexity. For this case it is estimated that 
one hundred interim repair parts will be submitted by the contractor. 
These parts are broken down into essentially three types--major, inter-
mediate and minor. 
The number of interim repair parts and the cost per part for 
each of the three types is summarized below: 
Pll = 100 CPP11 = $500 
Pl = 400 CPP12 = $100 2 
~13 = 500 CPP13 = $ 20 
The equation for the interim repair parts reduces to: 
24 
3 
~ (Pl.)(CPPl.) = {100)($500) + (400)($100) 
j=l J J 
+ (500){$20) (5.6) 
---
The support equipment cost, SEC, constitutes the cost of 
special tools and equipment used to maintain and test the trainer. 
This cost is estimated to be $100,000. 
SEC = $100,000 
The initial system stock .costs are estimated in a similar 
· manner as the interim repair parts cost. It is a function of the 
number and types of parts submitted and the cost per part. Again, the 
parts are divided into the three types--major, intermediate and minor. 
The number of parts and cost per part for each type is shown below: 
P21 
= 50 CPP1 = $500 
P22 
= 450 CPP2 = .$100 
P3
3 = 500 CPP3 = $ 20 
The equation for initial system stock costs reduces to: 
3 
~ (P2.)(CPP2.) = (50)($500) + (600)($100) + (750)($20) (5.7) 
j=l J J 
$20,000. 
The provisioning services cost, PS, is estimated to be $40,000. 
The cost of repair of repairables, RR, is estimated to be 
The cost of conferences, CO, involved in the procurement is 
expected to be $7,000. 
The building construction cost equation is: 
-.-
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FB = (FS)(COB) (5 .8) 
It is estimated that 5,000 square feet will be needed to house the 
trainer and associated equipment. Since a motion system is provided 
for the trainer additional ceiling height will be required and the cost 
per square foot will be higher. This is estimated to be $100 per 
square foot. The equation thus reduces to: 
FB = (500 sq. ft)($100/sq. ft.) (5.9) 
The average overhead rate, OH, is estimated to be 100 percent 
of the to~al acquisition cost. The average G and A rate is estimated 
to be 10 percent. Finally, the profit is assumed to be 10 percent. 
The operating costs, Oi, in each year is now estimated. 
equation for the operating cost is: 
The 
(5.10) 
The facility operation cost, FOC, for each year is estimated in 
table 5.2. 
Similarly, the estimated preventive maintenance cost, PMi' in 
each year is expressed in table 5.3. 
The estimated corrective maintenance cost, CMi' in each year is 
























. - FACILITY OPERATION COST ESTIMATES 



























































































PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE COST ESTIMATES - .. _.. 


























































































. CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE COST ESTIMATES 
i, MCi, CR, MT, MC, K3, K4, 
Year Tasks Dollars Hours Personnel Dollars Per Hour Dollars 
1 50 20 1 5 5 10 
2 100 20 1 5 5 10 
3 120 20 1 5 5 10 
4 115 20 1 5 5 10 
5 100 20 1 5 5 10 
6 90 20 1 5 5 10 
7 70 20 1 5 5 10 
8 60 20 1 5 5 10 
9 65 20 1 5 5 10 
10 70 20 1 5 5 10 
11 75 20 1 5 5 10 
12 80 20 1 5 5 10 
13 85 20 1 5 5 10 
14 90 20 1 5 5 10 
15 100 20 1 5 5 10 
16 110 20 l 5 5 10 
17 115 20 1 5 5 10 
18 120 20 1 5 5 10 
19 125 20 1 5 5 10 
20 130 20 1 5 5 10 
The estimated device operation cost, DO., for each year is 
1 
shown in table 5.5. Power requirements for trainer operation are 
included in facility operation costs. 
-.-
Finally, the salvage value, S , of the training device after 
n 
twenty years of service is estimated to be $5,000. 
29 
The cost estimate inputs are now incorporated into equation 5.1 
to generate the total life cycle cost estimate. An interest rate of 
10 percent and an inflation rate of 5 percent is used in this example. 
To expedite th~ process a fortran computer program has been prepared to 
provide the computations. A listing of the computer program is given 
in Appendix A. The program allows one to use the cost model without 
having to bother with or even be knowledgeable of the tedious compu-
tations. One simply reads in the cost estimate inputs that are 
generated. Appendix B describes how one is to prepare data cards for 
input into the program. 
Results of the example as determined by the computer program 
are tabulated in table 5.6. This table shows the costs incurred in 
each year for the four basic cost categories--development, acquisition, 
operation and salvage. Also shown is the present worth for each of 
cost categories and the total present worth life cycle cost. 
As can be seen, the present worth of the operation cost is 
nearly as much as the acquisition cost. This illustrates the 
importance of considering all the costs incurred in a trainer procure-




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The trainer life cycle cost model developed in this paper pro-
vides a methodology to determine and quantify all costs associated with 
a trainer procurement. By ·doing this one is able to generate viable 
cost estimates reflecting what the total cost of ownership will be. 
The results of the example used in this paper illustrate the 
importance of costs other than just the initial acquisition costs. 
Because the operation costs can be quite large, proposal selection 
might be seriously affected if they are not considered. 
The method used in this paper to determine the life cycle costs 
involves the use of the present worth factor. Other methods, such as 
the annual cost technique, could possibly have been used. Further 
study investigating the desirability of the various methods is 
recommended. 
Finally, the trainer life cycle cost model allows for the 
evaluation of alternative methods of de~ign. This is true because all 
the costs covering every component .and service involved are considered 
in the model. Thus, one is able to see the affect of reducing or 
adding capability to the system. 
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APPENDIX A 
A fortran computer program was developed as a convenience to 
the prospective user of the life cycle cost model. Rather than having 
to spend considerable time in solving the complicated equations, the 
user needs only to input his cost estimates on data cards in accordance 
with the format of Appendix B. The following is a listing of the 
computer program: 
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DIMENSION CFP(lO),SAL(lO),Pl{lO),CPP(lO),P2(10),CPP2(10) · 
DIMENSION GC(25),XNP{25),XMC(25),H(25),FOC{25),PM{25),CM(25) 
DIMENSION D0(25),X01(25) 
C LIFE CYCLE COST ESTIMATE MODEL 
c 
C READ IN INTEREST RATE AND INFLATION RATE 
READ(S,ll) R,RI -
C READ IN EXPECTED LIFE OF TRAINER 
READ(5,12) KN 
C READ IN NUMBER OF UNITS TO BE PROCURED 
READ(S,ll) XK 
C READ IN DEVELOPMENT COST 
READ(S,ll) D 
C READ IN TECHNICAL DATA COSTS 
READ(S,ll) DA 







C READ IN NUMBER OF CONTRACTOR FIELD SERVICE SKILL TYPES REQUIRED, 
C NUMBER OF INTERIM REPAIR PARTS TYPE, AND NUMBER OF INITIAL SYSTEM 
C STOCK PART TYPES 
READ(5,12) M,IP,IS 








C READ IN COST OF CONFERENCES 
READ(5,11) CO 
C READ IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION DATA 
READ(5,11) FS,COB 
C READ IN FACILITY OPERATION DATA 
READ(5,11)(UC(I),I=1,KN) 
C READ IN PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE DATA 
READ(5,11)(XNP{I),I=1,KN) 
READ(S, 11) XMTM,XMP ,XKl ,XK2 
C READ IN CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE DATA 
READ(5,11)(XMC(I),I=1,KN) 
READ(5,11) XCR,XMT,YMC,XK3,XK4 
C READ IN DEVICE OPERATION DATA 
READ(5,11){H(I),I=1,KN) 
READ(5,1l) XNO,XKS 
C READ IN SALVAGE VALUE 
READ(5,11) S 
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20 FORMAT(' ',8F12.2) 
21 FORMAT(' ',4F12.2) 
22 FORMAT(' ',2F12.2) 






In order to use the computer program of Appendix A, the 
following data m~st be inputed in accordance with associated data input 
format. 







DATA TYPE 2 
Field Column 
1 1-10 





DATA TYPE 4 
Field Column 
1 1-10 


















Interest rate in %/100 
Inflation rate in %/100 
Life of Trainer 
Description 
Life of trainer in years 
Number of Units 
Description 
Number of units 
Development Cost Estimate 
Description 
Development cost 
Technical Data Cost Estimate 
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Description 
Technical data cost 




















































Training Device Data 
Description 
Engineering hours required to 
build trainee station 
Average wage/engineering hour 
Manufacturing hours required 
to build trainee station 
Average wage/manufacturing 
hour 
Material cost to build trainee 
station 
Training Device Data 
Description 
Engineering hours required to 
build instructor station 
Average wage/engineering hour 
Manufacturing hours required 
to build instructor station 
Average wage/manufacturing 
hour 
Material cost to build 
instructor station 
Training Device Data 
Description 
Engineering hours required to 
build computer system 
Average wage/engineering hour 
Manufacturing hours required 
to build computer system 
4 31-40 Fl0.2 
5 41-50 Fl0.2 
DATA TYPE 9 
Field Colu~ Format 
1 1-10 Fl0.2 
2 11-20 Fl0.2 
3 21-30 Fl0.2 
4 31-40 Fl0.2 
5 41-50 Fl0.2 
DATA TYPE 10 
Field Column Format 
1 1-10 Fl0.2 
2 11-20 Fl0.2 
3 21-30 Fl0.2 
4 31-40 Fl0.2 
5 41-50 Fl0.2 
DATA TYPE 11 
Field Column Format 
1 1-10 Fl0.2 
Average wage/manufacturing 
hour 
Material cost to build 
computer system 
Training Device Data 
Description 
Engineering hours required 
build motion system 
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to 
Average wage/engineering hour 
Manufacturing hours required 
to build motion system 
Average wage/manufacturing 
hour 
Material cost to build motion 
system 
Training Device Data 
Description 
Engineering hours required to 
build visual system 
Average wage/engineering hour 
Manufacturing hours required 
to build visual system 
Average wage/manufacturing 
hour 
Material cost to build visual 
system 





































G and A rate 
Profit rate 
Interim Support Period Data 
Description 
4o 
Number of contractor field 
service skill types 
Number of interim repair part 
types 
Number of initial system stock 
part types 
Interim Support Period Data 
Description 
Man-months of contractor field 
personnel of skill type 1 
Man-months of contractor field 
p~rsonnel of skill type 2 
Man-months of contractor field 
personnel of skill type 3 
Man-months of contractor field 
personnel of skill type 4 
Man-months of contractor field 
personnel of skill type 5 
Man-months of contractor field 
personnel of skill type 6 
Man-months of contractor field 
personnel of skill type 7 
Man-months of contractor field 
personnel of skill type 8 
Additional DATA TYPE ~3 cards as required 
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DATA TYPE 14 Interim Support Period Data 
Field Column Format Description 
1 1-10 Fl0.2 Wages/man-month of contractor 
field personnel of skill 
type 1 
2 11-20 Fl0.2 Wages/man-month of contractor 
field personnel of skill 
type 2 
3 21-30 Fl0.2 Wages/man-month of contractor 
field personnel of skill 
type 3 
4 31-40 Fl0.2 Wages/man-month of contractor 
field personnel of skill 
type 4 
5 41-50 Fl0.2 Wages/man-month of contractor 
field personnel of skill 
type 5 
6 51-60 F10.2 Wages/man-month of contractor 
~ield personnel of skill 
type 6 
7 61-70 Fl0.2 Wages/man-month of contractor 
field personnel of skill 
type 7 
8 71-80 Fl0.2 Wages/man-month of contractor 
field personnel of skill 
type 8 
Additional DATA TYPE 14 cards as required 





Interim Support Period Data 
Description 
Number of interim repair parts 
of type 1 
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2 11-20 Fl0.2 Number of interim repair parts 
of type 2 
3 21-30 F10.2 Number of interim repair parts 
of type 3 
4 31-40 F10.2 Number of interim repair parts 
.of type 4 
5 41-50 F10.2 Number of interim repair parts 
of type 5 
6 51-60 Fl0.2 Number of interim repair part·s 
of type 6 
] . 61-70 Fl0.2 Number of interim repair parts 
of type 7 
8 · 71-80 Fl0.2 Number of interim repair parts 
of type 8 
Additional DATA TYPE 15 cards. as required 
DATA TYPE 16 Int.erim Support Period Data 
Field Column Format Description 
1 1-10 Fl0.2 Cost/interim repair part 
type 1 
2 11-20 F10.2 Cost/interim repair part 
type 2 
3 21-30 Fl0.2 Cost/interim repair part 
type 3 
4 31-40 F10.2 Cost/interim repair part 
type 4 
s 41-50 F10.2 Cost/interim repair part 
type 5 
6 51-60 F10.2 Cost/interim repair part 
type 6 
1 61-70 P10.2 Cost/interim repair part 
type 7 
8 71-80 P10.2 Cost/interim repair part 
type 8 
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Additional DATA TYPE 16 cards as required 



















Interim Support Period Data 
Description 
Number of initial system stock 
parts of type 1 
Number of initial system stock 
parts of type 2 
Number of initial system stock 
parts of type 3 
Number of initial system stock 
parts of type 4 
Number of initial system stock 
parts of type 5 
Number of initial system stock 
parts of type 6 
Number of initial system stock 
parts of type 7 
Number of initial system stock 
parts of type 8 
Additional DATA TYPE 17 cards as required 
DATA TYPE 18 Interim Support Period Data 
Field Column Format Description 
1 1-10 Fl0.2 Cost per initial system stock 
part type 1 
2 11-20 Fl0.2 Cost per initial system stock 
part type 2 
3 21-30 Fl0.2 Cost per initial system stock 
part type 3 
4 31-40 Fl0.2 Cost per initial system stock 











DATA TYPE 20 
Field Column 
1 1-10 












Fl0.2 Cost per initial system stock 
part type 5 
Fl0.2 Cost per initial system stock 
part type 6 
Fl0.2 Cost per initial system stock 
part type 7 
Fl0.2 Cost per initial system stock 
part type 8 













Interim Support Period Data 
Description 
Support equipment cost 
Provisioning services 
Repair of repairables 
Cost of Conferences Estimate 
Description 
Cost of conferences 
cost 
cost 
Building Construction Data 
Description 
Square feet of floorspace 
Cost per square foot 
Facility Operation Data 
Description 
Cost of utilities per square 
foot in year 1 
Cost of utilities per square 
foot in year 2 
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3 21-30 Fl0.2 Cost of utilities per square 
foot in year 3 
4 31-40 Fl0.2 Cost of utilities per square 
foot in year 4 
5 41-50 Fl0.2 Cost of utilities per square 
foot in year 5 
6 51-60 Fl0.2 Cost of utilities per square 
foot in year 6 
7 61-70 Fl0:2 Cost of utilities per square 
foot in year 7 
8 71-80 Fl0.2 Cost of utilities per square 
foot in year 8 
Additional DATA TYPE 22 cards as required 
DATA TYPE 23 Preventive Maintenance Data 
Field Column Format Description 
1 1-10 Fl0.2 Expected number of preventive 
maintenance actions in 
year 1 
2 11-20 Fl0.2 Expected number of preventive 
maintenance actions in 
year 2 
3 21-30 F10.2 Expected number of preventive 
maintenance actions in 
year 3 
4 31-40 F10.2 Expected number of preventive 
maintenance actions in 
year 4 
5 41-50 F10.2 Expected number of preventive 
maintenance actions in 
year 5 
6 51-60 F10.2 Expected number of preventive 
maintenance actions in 
year 6 
7 61-70 F10.2 
8 71-80 Fl0.2 
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Expected number of preventive 
maintenance actions in 
year 7 
Expected number of preventive 
maintenance actions in 
year 8 
Additional DATA TYPE 23 cards as required 


















Preventive Maintenance Data 
Description 
Mean time to perform preven-
tive maintenance actions in 
hours 
Number of personnel required 
to perform preventive 
maintenance actions 
Average hourly wage paid to 
preventive maintenance 
personnel 
Fixed cost associated with 
each preventive maintenance 
action 
Corrective Maintenance Data 
Description 
Expected number of corrective 
maintenance actions in 
year 1 
Expected number of corrective 















Expected number of corrective 
maintenance actions in 
year 3 
Expected number of corrective 
maintenance actions in 
·year 4 
Expected number of corrective 
maintenance actions in 
year 5 
Expected number of corrective 
maintenance actions in 
year 6 
Expected number of corrective 
maintenance actions in 
year 7 
Expected number of corrective 
maintenance .actions in 
year 8 
Additional DATA TYPE 25 cards as required 











Corrective Maintenance Data 
Description 
Average replacement cost for a 
failed component 
Mean time to repair a failed 
system 
Average number of persons 
required to perform cor-
rective maintenance 

























Fixed cost associated with 
each corrective maintenance 
action 
Device Operation Data 
Description 
Number of hours of trainer 
operation in year 1 
Number of hours of trainer 
operation in year 2 
Number of hours of trainer 
operation in year 3 
Number of hours of trainer 
operation in year 4 
Number of hours of trainer 
operation in year 5 
Number of hours of trainer 
operation in year 6 
Number of hours of trainer 
operation in year 7 
Number of hours of trainer 
operation in year 8 
Additional DATA TYPE 27 cards as required 
















Device Operation Data 
Description 
Number of personnel required 
to operate the trainer 
Average hourly wages paid to 
operators of the trainer 
Number of Kilowatt hours 
Cost per Kilowatt hour 





Disposal Cost Estimate 
Description 
Disposal value (+ if cost, 














LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
Total life cycle costs 
Total research and development costs 
Number of trainer units to be procured 
Acquisition cost of a trainer 
Operation cost in year i 
Present worth factor, (l!r)i 
Interest rate 
Disposal value 
Life of trainer 
Inflation factor 
Inflation rate 
Technical data and information costs 
Training device costs 
Interim support period costs 
Cost of conferences 
Cost of building construction 
Wages/man-month of contractor field service personnel of 
skill type j 
CFP. Man-months of contractor field service personnel of skill 
J 
type j 
















Cost/type of interim repair part 
Support equipment cost 
Number of initial system stock parts of type j 
Cost/type -or-initial system stock part 
Provisioning services cost 
Repair of repairables cost 
Floor space allocated to trainer 
Cost of construction of facility building 
Facility operation costs in year i 
Corrective maintenance costs in year i 
Preventive maintenance costs in year i 
Device operation costs in year i 
Cost of utilities in year i 
Expected number of preventive maintenance actions in year i 
Mean time to perform preventive maintenance actions 
Number of personnel required to perform preventive 
maintenance action 
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Average hourly wage paid to preventive maintenance personnel 
Fixed cost associated with each preventive maintenance 
action 
MCi Expected number of corrective maintenance tasks in year i 
I 
CR Average. replacement cost for a failed component 
MT Mean time to repair a failed system 























Average hourly wages paid to corrective maintenance 
personnel 
Fixed cost associated with each corrective maintenance 
action 
Number of hours of trainer operation in year i 
Number of personnel required to operate the trainer 
Average hourly wages paid to the operators of the trainer 
Engineering hours required to build trainee station 
Average wage/engineering hour to build trainee station 
Manufacturing hours required to build trainee station 
Average wage/manufacturing hour to build trainee station 
Material cost to build trainee station 
. . . 
Engineering hours required to build instructor station 
Average wage/engineering hour to build instructor station 
Manufacturing hours required to build instructor station 
Average wage/manufacturing hour to build instructor station 
Material cost to build instructor station 
Engineering hours required to build computer system 
Average wage/engineering hour to build computer system 
Manufacturing hours required to build computer system 
Average wage/manufacturing hour to build computer system 
Material cost to build computer system 
Engineering hours required to build visual system 
Average wage/engineering hour to build visual system 












Average wage/manufacturing hour to build visual system 
Material cost to build visual system 
Engineering hours required to build motion system 
Average wage[engineering hour to build motion system 
Manufacturing hours required to build motion system 
Average wage/manufacturing hour to build motion system 
Material cost to build motion system 
Profit, percentage/100 
Overhead rate 
General and administrative rate 
Number of Kilowatt hours used in one year for trainer 
operation 
KWH Cost per Kilowatt hour 
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